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The Wilfa Smooth Mix is a powerful 500 W electric whisk
with multiple speed settings. When you're not using the
whisk, you can conveniently store the accessories on the
unit itself so you always know where you have them.

Extra powerful motor for perfect results
Smooth Mix has a powerful 500 W motor, the b and quiet motor achieves perfect results in both baking and cooking.
Whip everything from cream, egg whites, meringues, mashed potatoes, cookie dough to buns and breads.

Full control with 5 speeds
Have full control over the speed and control it easily with the speed control knob. Thanks to the five different speeds,
there is always an optimal speed for different recipes - from slowly mixing ingredients to quickly whipping fluffy egg
whites at the highest speed. The boost button provides maximum speed when you need it.

Ergonomic design
Enjoy ease of use: the handle is ergonomic to hold and the low weight makes whisking easy without tiring your hand.

Easy button press to change accessories
Easy to attach, easy to detach. With the push of a button, accessories are quickly and easily removed.

Smart storage
On the Smooth Mix, you can easily attach both the beaters and dough hooks directly to the electric whisk when you're
not using it. This way you always know where all your accessories are and you don't have to search through the
drawers at home.

Nordic design
This electric whisk is designed in a stylish Nordic design and can of course be matched with many of our other kitchen
utensils in the same design to create a complete look in the kitchen.

Highlights

PRODUCT DETAILS
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    •  500 W
    •  5 speeds
    •  Boost button
    •  Set of 2 beaters and 2 dough hooks included
    •  Accessories can be easily attached to the whisk
    •  Model name: HM1B-500

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 7044876027122

Manufacturer number: 602712

Product weight: 1.4 kilograms
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